Excessive Working Hours, Wage Theft, Labor Strike at Toy Factory of Hasbro, Mattel, and Takara Tomy

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

NEW YORK - Today China Labor Watch (CLW) published the investigative findings of a Shenzhen-based toy factory where workers recently went on strike to demand severance compensation and unpaid insurance and met heavy suppression from authorities. The factory, called Jingyu Toy Products, is a supplier to Hasbro, Takara Tomy, and Mattel. In particular, the factory produces Transformers line toys for Hasbro and Takara Tomy.

According to interviewed workers, the strike was sparked by company management demanding that workers come in the morning to begin their normal day shift despite having workers toil until 2 in the morning. The deeper grievance, however, was related to an approaching plant relocation.

Interviews also revealed that workers at Jingyu earn the local minimum wage (2,030 RMB or $327). The company pays workers normal wages for 6 hours and 40 minutes each weekday, and workers, currently in a low season, do an additional 2 hours 20 minutes of work paid as overtime. This time arrangement is used to shift the 1 hour and 20 minutes of each weekday onto Saturday, during which workers are paid normal weekday wage rates for Saturday work, which is usually paid double rate.

Hour shifting and wage theft is something that CLW has revealed in previous Chinese toy factory investigations. Yet this unfair wage practice continues.

For more information and photos, read the full report on Jingyu Toy Products.
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